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DAVID FOX-PITT MBE
David Fox-Pitt MBE, Founder of WildFox Events Ltd,
has created some of Scotland’s most iconic
adventure challenges and helped raise more than

£ 40

million for charitable causes world wide. David

is an inspiring and motivational public speaker with
over twenty-five years experience. David always
communicates with an infectious sense of fun and
gives entertaining and informative signature talks on
the following topics:

IT'S YOUR FUTURE, OWN IT
WILDTIME OFFLINE
POSITIVEROSITY
DAVID'S VITAL STATISTICS

£ 40M+

over

£ 40million

raised for charity

30K+

100+

over 30 thousand

over a hundred

people motivated

events organised

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS

CONTACT DAVID
+44(0)1567 820 409
C/o WildFox Events
Kindrochit, Ardtalnaig, Perthshire PH15 2HX UK
www.davidfoxpitt.com
david@wildfoxevents.com

DAVID FOX-PITT MBE / LONG BIO

David has been enthusing and inspiring people for over
thirty years. As the Founder of

WildFox Events Ltd

he’s

not only been creating ambitious, world-renowned
adventure challenges for over twenty years raising over

£ 40

million for charity but he’s been the energy behind

scores of micro adventures and local community projects
in Scotland as well as further afield.

He initially struggled as a school leaver to find direction
so he is particularly proud to be an advocate for youth
projects supporting young people who lack
confidence and direction.

David is passionate about motivating people to challenge
themselves to find their unique life purpose and to live
fulfilled, positive lives. His own experiences include many
endurance challenges in wilderness locations which he
often uses to illustrate his talks. WFE has been built on
encouraging people to dig deep and participate in such
events but he equally accepts that every individual has
their own motivations, objectives and challenges.

David is acutely aware that without adequate support and
encouragement young people (as well as many older ones
too), especially those from challenging backgrounds or
with physical or mental health issues, are often denied the
chance to develop their full potential and grow their self
confidence.

He aims to make a difference by engaging
with society on an individual, national and global level
through encouragement and

positiverosity

(David’s word

for positive attitude and generosity).

David is also campaigning for us all to disconnect from
digital and get some outside time every day to reconnect
with nature, our creative thought and each other.

He sees

the need for us to prioritise being present in the ‘here and
now’ which is so often disrupted by our digital lives. Find
out more about this at

www.wildtimeoffline.

MISSION
David’s mission is to inspire and empower
individuals and organisations to embrace each day
and each challenge with ‘Positiverosity' and a sense
of adventure encouraging us to make it our business
to matter..

SIGNATURE TALKS & WORKSHOPS
IT'S YOUR FUTURE OWN IT
Remember what it was like being a teenager?
David does. He communicates his own struggles to find
direction and self belief in a way that gives inspiration
and encouragement to young people through fun, selfdepreciating stories of adventure and facing failure.
His energy leaves audiences uplifted and confident,
ready to grasp life and find purpose.

WILDTIME OFFLINE
When did you last go for a walk without your phone? In
his talk, Wildtime Offline David takes a thought
provoking look at the balance between our digital
worlds and our natural worlds.

He sees the need for us

all to find intentional space to be meaningfully present
with nature, with ourselves and with those around us for the sake of our relationships, our own mental health
and indeed society as a whole.

POSITIVEROSITY
Are you in need of a boost of positivity and generosity?
This talk is based around David’s book, “Positiverosity,
7 Golden Principles” which uses David’s own
adventures and experiences in experiences in business
and the Territorial Army (Parachute Regiment and SAS)
to graphicallyto graphically illustrate some
fundamental truths about living life with direction in
full throttle.

He seeks to encourage audiences to see

the best in every situation and reflect on their own
lives to inspire them to make dreams reality.

PLEASE NOTE: DAVID'S TALKS ARE TAILORED TO THE INDIVIDUAL
AUDIENCE

TESTIMONIALS
‘David is a bundle of positive energy whose main
aim in life seems to be concocting ever more
challenging ways for people to suffer, and in
doing so, inspire themselves out of their comfort
zone and along the road to personal improvement
and self-belief.’

Rob Wainwright,
Former Captain of The Scottish Rugby Team

'David’s informative and energetic speech left our
colleagues inspired to lead not only more positive
lives, but healthier ones too, both in the workplace
and personally.

David’s fascinating story

motivated us all to look at what we can do to help
others and has already inspired our team to begin
a walking challenge for charity’

Katherine Garrett-Cox, CEO,
Gulf International Bank UK

‘Our Chinese guests found David’s positive energy
and enthusiasm infectious. He has the ability to
reach out and communicate across cultural
divides and to inspire people to step out of their
comfort zones. This included trying Scottish
dancing, which we all threw ourselves into with
reckless abandon!’

Li Siao Fou-Menhuin,
Founder, Culture Trek
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